Class Of '39 Loses Seat On Law Body But Is Reinstated

Memorial Society Loses Institute Committee Recognition For Laxity

Dance Leaders to Be Protected At Home by New Law

Table Constitution of New Co-ed Organization After Reading

Transacting other business at an any other meeting in several months the Institute Committee yesterday afternoon considered and passed upon a variety of items ranging in the suppression of commercial advertising on the Institute bulletin boards to the wording of announcements of student bodies.

Although it was almost immediately decided that Class of '39 was automatically suspended after two unexcused absences from the Institute Committee meetings, members of the Committee expressed a desire to withdraw recognition of the society until, apparently reinstated, the Class of 1939 was

Dorm Dinner Dance Changes Orchestra

Ray Stewartson Signed to Play Increased Ticket Sales

Ray Stewartson and his orchestra will furnish the music at the Dorm Dinner Dance on Friday, Feb. 11, in the Owens Auditorium. The Institute Committee announced last night.

Increased sales of the tickets for the eighth annual Dorm Dinner Dance led the committee to engage the band hand in hand with the Institute than were Harrington's recent winners. The dance, which was postponed from January 31 to February 11 in the Common Room of the House of Refuge.

Defending the election taken by the committee, the plan to create a regulation of business and industry, (Continued on page 7)

Dramashop's Spring Production Will Be "Devil's Discipline"

Tryouts Announced: Lynx; Simon's Drama Girls

Dramashop, undergraduate dramatic society, announced that preparations have begun for the presentation of a three-night run beginning March 14 of "Devil's Discipline," by George Bernard Shaw. Try-outs are scheduled for February 9, in Owens Auditorium and February 11 in the Common Room of the House of Refuge.

The Shaw comedy concerns the story around the Buddha, and the story around States during the Revolutionary War, and the story around the father of the family has been a science to women, to the soldier, to the story of science, and the story of the story, to whom the family has been a science. The latter is a science to women, to the soldier, to the story of science, and the story of the story, to whom the father has been a science.

On Monday and Tuesday of this week, Dramashop will have its membership in Dramashop. The following order were accepted:

Marshall Brown, 46, Addison Freeman, 46, Harvard University, 46, Zachary Absolom, (Continued on page 7)
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The suggestion conveyed therein—that Open House and the Inter-fraternity Conference dinner be made the occasion of a gala week-end for Technology undergraduates—appears to be entirely justified. The Inter-fraternity Conference, being inspired by the guardian saint of the sanity of college students. Although at first blush it does look like insanity. An affair like this, which would occur almost exactly one month before final examinations, would serve as an affair to end all affairs for the rest of the school year, leaving the student body free to apply itself to final study. As the writer suggests, it might be possible to make available one or two fraternity houses, under proper chaperonage of course, for the out-of-town guests.

The I. F. C. dance on Friday night should be supplemented by a Dormitory dance in Walker to care for those who cannot secure tickets for the larger affair. It might be possible to arrange for blanket tickets to cover both dances, a plan which worked very well earlier this year when two of the fraternities founded themselves with conflicting dance arrangements. Saturday night could be given over to an informal dance in Walker, together with house dances at the fraternities and possibly another at 5:15 P.M.

The idea at present has all the earmarks of a pipe dream, but we believe it contains great possibilities for making a pleasant week-end for the student body, and we recommend it to the serious consideration of the committee in charge of Open House.

AU REVOIR
FROM PAGE 2

A NOther volume of The Tech reaches its first issue this week. It was in order to give the departing boards. But it is no occasion for sentimentiality, for after all it is only one of the many events which occur during the departing year. College editors can obviously be elected for one year only. But associations ones make while on the staff do not end, the experience gained is not lost. Regrets for the old board are not in order, but rather congratulations and suggestions for the new.

A college editor who looks at himself and his position more or less objectively sees a different picture from the one he saw in his earlier enthusiasm. He realizes that college papers are not a life-long institution and are not a newspaper in the sense of the word. We are not subsidized by a local government. There is no one that can keep it running on the money that your high school paper gets. We are inspired by the best; our only publication is what we can do with the money that we have left over. We are able to put out a better newspaper with an extra dollar than we are able to put out with no extra money. The best way to do this is to get as much out of your staff as you possibly can.

The staff do not end, the experience gained is not lost. Regrets for the old board are not in order, but rather congratulations and suggestions for the new.

The next issue will be changed to Friday morning, and some...
THE TECH
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Course Counselling Asked By Freshmen

Several Hundred Applications Received for Dinners

With Graduates

Several hundred applications for course counselling advice have been returned to the G. C. A. by freshmen. Dinners will be held late in February when graduate students in each of the courses will be available to furnish information on the courses of instruction.

The dinners will be held on the plan adopted last year. Two counselings will be at a table with six to ten freshmen. The freshmen may move from table to table afterwards to gather information on any courses in which they may be interested.

Last year, 195 men out of a total of 414 who replied indicated that they did not choose a definite course. Of these, 149 attended the three dinners. Robert H. Sherman, G., is chairman of the steering committee in charge, assisted by Walter E. Beckmayer, G.

Inst. Comnr.

(Continued from page 1)

Institute Committees are considering the affair. The motion was taken.

Commercial Posters Banned

Cylarform of the activity of the Technology Christmas association was effected when the Institute Committee voted to ban the display of posters advertising the magazine Rising Tide. It was ruled that the bulletin boards are for the exclusive use of Institute activities and that no outsiders be allowed the use of the boards.

Appearance of a new organization was announced when the constitution of the newly formed Association of Women students of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was read and asked in accordance with customary procedure.

To Black List Booking Agents

Consideration was made at the report of the Budget Committee to develop a new service to Institute organizations by taking steps to protect dance committees against irresponsible booking agents.

On several occasions recently, dance committees have arranged for dance bands through booking agents and have suffered either broken contracts or loss of deposits from them. It is suggested that a list of reliable booking organizations be drawn up and maintained by the Budget Committee.

Publications' Election Accepted

Acceptance was voted of the recent elections of the Tech, the Tech Engineering News and You Don. Other business of the Committees included the acceptance of the resignation of the Chairman and Treasurer of the Dormitory Committee, the acceptance of new officers to take their places, and approval of the election of James H. Barr, as chairman of the combined Professional Societies and member of the Open House Committee.

Louger

(Continued from page 8)

Galley

Of all the departments at the Insti-
tute with which we have come in con-
tact, the Chemistry department must insist in its personal (whe-
ther with malice aforethought or by accident) we know not) the greatest spirit of gallantry.

A recent case in point concerns a call in Quantitative Analysis which was given a 100 per cent grade on a test. Now we do not misunderstand—we are not implying that the grade was unscored increment. The point of the story is that the mark was en-
circled by an artistically drawn heart with an arrow through it.

Dinners

From Professor Bostelle (in a Jan-
uary S. Green, class) come some defini-
tions we have wondered about ever since we first saw Frank's "Mathematics and Heat" and other books of that ilk. They specifically concern A. A. Novak's "Qualitative Analysis.

We feel you're a "bird" if a point is le-
velled as being "divisive." It will take a good student five minutes to grasp it. If labelled "evident," it will take half hour, while a "little considera-
tion" involves a whole night's work.

The Tech is the organ of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is published weekly on Wednesdays by The Tech News of Cambridge, Mass., a corporation organized under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Sounds, Inc., Publishers. Board of 1937-38: (President) Prof. D. C. Jacobson; (Vice-President) Prof. C. D. Ogle; (Secretary) Prof. C. E. Meriam; (Treasurer) Prof. W. S. Leighton; (Business Manager) John Ireland. Professor of the University.

NEW 1938 FORD V8 NOW ON DISPLAY

LALIME & PARTRIDGE, Inc.

"Authorized Ford Service with Scientific Testing Equipment"

1255 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Kenmore 2760

Two Graduate Teams Lead Dorm Basketball

The class of the dormitory basketball season found two graduate teams leading the list of eight squads who were in the dorm competition. The graduate A team took first place after winning one of the closing games against Manners. The graduate B squad followed after taking the seventh match as a result of a default by Wood.

Awaiting more games than any other undergraduate squad, while Goodale, which started the season with three wins, finished one game behind and received fourth place.

The final standing was as follows:

Team Won Lost
Grad A .......................... 7 0
Grad B .......................... 6 1
Walston .......................... 6 1
Goodale .......................... 5 4
Manners .......................... 5 4
Bemis .......................... 4 5
Wood .......................... 1 6

when it's all over . .
substitute skis for studies

BRINE'S

Harvard Square

FOR

Imported Skis just over-
Eriksen, Nielson,
Hilty, Tybolean

OUTSTANDING DOMESTIC
Models Naturally you'll need Boots, Bormuth,
Bromman, Bass, plus the terrific, Kanda,
Har, Logi Cable Bindings,
COMPLETE LINE OF SKI CLOTHING.
JACK CLEMENTS in our service shop
EXPERT SERVICING
SKATES SHARPENED

Professor Ernest A. Hauser To Coach Team in Practice For Carnival

Sponsored by the Outing Club, a group of Beaver skiers will leave Bos-
ton a week from tomorrow for Wood-
stock, Vt., where it will practice under the coaching of Dr. Hauser of the Department of Chemical Engineering for the Skiing Carnival to be held at Durham, New Hampshire, on Feb. 3, 4 and 5.

After the practice sessions at Wood-
stock, a few men will be chosen to compete at the New Hampshire University carnival. Jack Perelman, '39, will manage the team. Although the team had originally intended to compete at the Dartmouth winter car-
nival, the Tech offer of participation could not be accepted because of the large number of applicants which far exceeded the quota.

"SKEETERS" growing in a few "licks": (chase, original improvisations on their "gobble-pipes" (noseholes). Benny Goodman and his Swing Band were the title of the mos popular band in the country. You just haven't heard "SWING" until you hear Cassell's Professor of Swingology—Benny Goodman—bust up the other.

People do appreciate the
costlier tobacco in cans

The LARGEST-SELLING
cigarette in America

every tuesday night
Radio's big double-feature program, the Camel Caravan—60 fast minutes of fun, frolic, and fanfare. 9:30 pm E.S.T. 8:30 p.m. C.S.T. 7:30 p.m. M.T.
HE SELLS TOBACCO TO THEM ALL

But Branch Bobbitt, like so many other independent experts, prefers Luckies...

"At auctions in my warehouse in Farmville, North Carolina," says Mr. Branch Bobbitt, "the higher the tobacco sells for, the better my profits. So I'm always glad to see Lucky Strike buyers in there bidding. They know what they want and they'll keep bidding right up until they get it."

"Well— in a cigarette—it's the tobacco that counts. I know tobacco and I know what tobacco is in what cigarettes. So that's one reason I've smoked Luckies for 5 or 6 years."

Mr. Bobbitt represents the "aristocracy" of tobacco experts. He judges the tobacco that the growers grow. He's impartial, not connected with any cigarette manufacturer.

Many other experts agree with Mr. Bobbitt. Sworn records show that, among independent tobacco experts, Luckies have twice as many exclusive smokers as have all the other cigarettes combined.

Lucky Strike
Sworn Records Show That...

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO

BEST—IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1